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Abstract
Diesel locomotives provide versatility to the railway system as they do not depend on
electric feeding. Worldwide they constitute important parts of locomotive fleets used for
various tasks such as mainline services, shunting and terminal operations. The main
drawbacks are emissions of CO2, NOx and other pollutants. The emissions to air are in
general controlled by legislation.
The European testing and approval procedure for locomotive engines is performed with
the ISO 8178-F test cycle. It is alone meant to resemble all European locomotives. Good
correlation was found between mainline operations and the ISO 8178-F test cycle. A
good correlation was furthermore found between shunting operations and North
American shunting test cycles. However, this thesis has shown that this results in
inadequate description of for instance shunting operations. Typical characteristics for
shunting are relatively high ratio of transient loading, low mean power output and high
amount of idling. Therefore important aspects of diesel locomotive usage are thereby
disregarded in certifications. Deficient correlation between test cycle and intended
operations may lead to locomotives that are not properly optimised for the type of
operation they are intended for. Improperly dimensioned and optimised locomotives
cause impaired fuel economy and more emissions emitted. Many Swedish diesel
locomotives are to a large extent used in shunting-like conditions in yards and industries
for instance. Therefore, it is recommended to supplement the present ISO test cycle with
a test cycle that includes the characteristic of shunting.
Knowledge about duty cycles for specific operations can be of importance in locomotive
acquisition, dimensioning of new locomotives or when estimating emissions and/or fuel
consumption. It is essential to make proper dimensioning of propulsion systems as it can
imply lower life cycle costs as well as fewer emissions. Appropriate dimensioning of the
propulsion system is particularly important for non-conventional propulsion systems.
If the application range of a test cycle is narrow, its emulating capability ought to be better
at describing and representing the indented application. Today's test cycles state fractional
power or torque as a function of engine speed. This may result in misleading duty cycles
when the same kind of operation is undertaken with different locomotives that have
widespread power ratings. A more powerful locomotive used for the very same load as a
less powerful locomotive will result in a different duty cycle.
Non-conventional propulsion systems are gaining popularity also in the railway industry
where implementation of new technology usually is slow. Dual mode and hybrid systems
are two examples. Related to test and duty cycles the build-up of these new propulsion
systems change the prerequisites of the propulsion systems. From a duty cycle perspective
it is reasonable to implement an additional test cycle for non-conventional propulsion
systems if the popularity rises.
Keywords: Duty cycles, Test cycles, Diesel locomotives, Locomotive emissions,
Dual modes, Hybrid systems
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1 Introduction
1.1

Background to research area

Transportation is a vital element of today’s society. The continuing globalisation has
increased the need for transports. Both goods and passengers depend on reliable
transports everyday worldwide at increasing speeds over increasing distances. A
forthcoming challenge is to deal with global warming, raising fuel prices as well as more
demanding emission limits. Most vehicles are fitted with a combustion engine and these
are usually propelled by fossil fuels. Railway transportation plays an important role in this
situation, both for passenger and freight transportation throughout the world.
In the matter of freight transports, this is particularly evident for raw materials and base
market products. Furthermore, Sweden’s remote geographical position compared to other
countries on the European continent emphasises the need for efficient transports. In
terms of gross hauled tonne-kilometres, electric locomotives haul the vast majority, or
95 % of all goods on Swedish railways, shunting operations excluded. Gross hauled
tonne-kilometres for Sweden years 1990-2007 is presented in Figure 1.1.
Approximately 70 % of the Swedish railway network is electrified and the non-electrified
part has comparatively little freight traffic. Hence, the vast majority of all Swedish freight
trains are electrically fed from overhead catenary wire. Most sidings are however nonelectrified which is why diesel locomotives are inevitable in order to serve the capillary
railway network, for instance the sidings. Consequently an important amount of the diesel
operations are carried out under overhead catenary wire. From an environmental
perspective this is negative. In terminal areas where cargo/load carriers are interchanged
by toplifting e.g. lifting cargo over rail wagons, overhead catenary is neither desired nor
safe. Terminal tracks where cargo/load carriers are interchanged are hence not electrified
and consequently diesel locomotives are needed.
The use of diesel locomotives can to a large extent be derived from its versatility, the
possibility to run independent of overhead catenary wire. Diesel locomotives are
consequently used for both mainline service as well as shunting and terminal operations.
The latter is not included in any statistic figures since it is not measured in any official
statistics.
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Figure 1.1 Transport Performance by Swedish freight railway traffic [17]
(Courtesy of Transport Analysis)
Shunting operations are crucial sub-parts of the rail transport system where operations on
e.g. sidings and yards are fundamental in order to collect or interchange wagons between
trains. Diesel locomotives are the most common hauling power for this type of operation.
Emissions from electric powered rail vehicles in Sweden are low due to a fairly clean
production of electricity in Sweden where roughly half of the production is made up by
hydroelectric power and the other half by nuclear power. In comparison, diesel powered
rail vehicles in Sweden implies high specific emissions. Moreover, electric powered rail
vehicles have considerably higher total efficiency compared to diesel powered rail
vehicles. Specific emissions are related to performed work, that is, the amount of
emissions in relation to performed work.
An operating perspective can also be highlighted. Diesel locomotives in general have
considerably lower rated power per axle compared to electric locomotives even though
the locomotive mass is usually in the same range as for electric locomotives. However,
diesel hauled trains have higher allowances in terms of hauled tonne per locomotive
power [tonnes/kW]. This is the reason why diesel locomotives operate at lower speeds.
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1.2

Test cycles and duty cycles

A central concept in locomotive operation is the operational pattern which defines the
load and speed over time. As emission from diesel locomotives are regulated by
legislation, the conducted tests of the certification process involve operational patterns. In
real operations the actual duty pattern is denominated as the duty cycle. When performing
an emission test, the emulated duty is referred to as test cycle. The test cycles are to some
extent based on real locomotive duty cycles. One of the fundamental issues of this thesis
is to find out whether the test cycles used in Sweden are a good representation of the
actual duty cycles. These concepts are further explained and discussed in Chapter 4.

1.3

Scope of work and method

The scope of this project is to examine test cycles of Swedish locomotives. One of the
main objectives is to study the ability of existing test cycles to mimic Swedish locomotive
operations. The usefulness and conformability of the test cycles will be analysed.
Moreover, operation specific requirements will be studied. That is, performance related
requirements in different applications, including special requirements related to the use of
new alternative propulsion systems will be looked at. This knowledge is crucial for the
dimensioning of the propulsion related components such as internal combustion engines
(ICEs), batteries and converters. ICEs in this context are almost exclusively diesel
engines.
Furthermore, a long term objective is to develop a model to estimate the environmental
strain and operating costs of locomotives in Sweden. The purpose of the model is to be
applicable on both electric as well as diesel locomotives and moreover to examine the
relevancy of today’s environmental calculations using established or new test cycles.
Empirical data for comparison was collected by means of measuring duty cycles in
different operations and comparing these with existing test cycles. Furthermore, available
data in the literature was used in the analysis as a comparison.

1.4

Previous research

Previous work covering this area has been sparse, especially in the railway area. Most
related work has been carried out in North America. Related work with adjacent focus
covers measurements of for instance emissions, fuel consumption and tractive force. The
main reasons to regulate and control emissions from combustion engines, in this context
of diesel engines, are the health and environmental problems [2].
Earlier Swedish and North American diesel locomotive emission measurements have
been studied. To the knowledge of the author, only a few Swedish studies concerning the
propulsion system have been conducted on diesel locomotives. Some of these tests have
been made in field and some in laboratory with the purpose of gaining reliable results. A
few Swedish reports have focused on emissions from diesel powered rail traffic and
future emission fees [10], [16] and [18].
The use of diesel locomotives is considerably more common in North America and
consequently more research has been made. Except for emission tests there are many
research reports focusing on how to improve environmental performance.
3

Regarding duty cycles, a Swedish project has illuminated the low resemblance between in
use duty cycles and legislating test cycles for farming and forestry machines [14]. It should
be noted that the amount of transient loading occurring in different applications may
differ considerably. It does affect both the amount of emissions and the fuel
consumption. A change has been made in e.g. the EU where both transient and static test
cycles will be used for non-road engines. However it excludes ships, locomotives, aircraft
and gensets [9].
Most North American freight locomotives have on-board recorders providing duty cycle
data. Recurring comparisons are made between in use duty cycles and the test cycles used
in legally required certifications to confirm their resemblance. An interesting result is that
duty cycles tend to get tougher i.e. higher mean load. This can be explained by higher
operational efficiency and perhaps also the replacement of older locomotives with fewer
locomotives with higher power.
From a Swedish perspective, no duty cycle analysis has been presented in the diesel
locomotive area and operational wise differences for diesel locomotives have not been
investigated. It would therefore be interesting to see how the test cycle ISO 8178-F,
which is used for certification in all rail applications in Europe, resembles with diesel
powered rail freight traffic in Sweden.

1.5

Research questions

A set of research questions were set up in the initial work in order to determine the
outline of the work. The questions are listed below:

 If an engine is developed to fulfil certain emissions requirements using a






predefined test cycle, how will it correspond to real duty cycles in terms of energy
consumption and environmental strain? Could there possibly be conflicts between
certification and real duty? How large deviation and/or difference are acceptable?
What kind of limitations exist in today’s test cycles?
Test cycles state fractional power/torque versus speed (engine or vehicle).
However, for a certain duty, it is irrelevant since e.g. a change to a more powerful
locomotive will imply a different duty cycle for the same type of duty. How much
can a duty cycle differ when different locomotives are used?
What is the best way to define and describe the duty of alternative propulsion
systems? How can idling be better described and considered as idling can occur
both at standstill and when the locomotive is moving?
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1.6

Outline of the report

Chapter one

This chapter gives a background to the test and duty cycle subject. Furthermore, the
scope of the thesis including the research questions is presented.
Chapter two

The operative distinctions of rail freight and its characteristic parameters are introduced in
this chapter. Main differences between mainline and shunting operations are introduced.
Chapter three

Important components, foremost internal combustion engines are introduced. Diesel
locomotives and new locomotive concepts for freight service are also introduced.
Chapter four

The fundamentals of test cycles and the challenges and problems of resembling freight
operations are discussed. This gives a background to the measurements in chapter five.
Chapter five

This chapter describes measurements that were performed within the thesis. The
measurements were done by analysing propulsion system parameters of a Swedish freight
locomotive in mainline and shunting operations.
Chapter six

The conclusions from the analysed measurements and literature are discussed based on
the research questions. Moreover, future implementation of the results and further work
are discussed.

1.7

Publications

This work has resulted in two conference papers:

 Skoglund, M., Östlund, S., Bark, P., Dual Mode Locomotives - Systems Study of New


Freight Locomotives for Sweden, Proceedings of the 2008 IEEE/ASME Joint Rail
Conference JRC2008, JRC2008-63057, 2008
Skoglund, M., Östlund, S., Bark, P., Experiences from the Swedish T43H Hybrid
Locomotive, Nordiskt Järnvägsseminarium 2008, Hooks Herrgård, Sweden
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2 Characteristics of rail freight operations
A locomotive can be used in many different operations and assignments. Most common
is mainline service and shunting (in North America usually denoted as switching). Some
distinctive characteristics are the performance requirements for different operations.
These demands will be described more in detail in the following chapters.

2.1

Performance of a locomotive

Vehicle performance, that is the rated power, tractive power etc. that defines the
performance, can be derived from the following parameters:

 Tractive force [kN]




2.2

The longitudinal force that pulls or pushes the locomotive. For electrically
powered vehicles it is proportional to the torque of the traction motors.
Adhesive mass [tonnes]
The sum of the (downward) mass distributed on the powered axles.
Rated power [kW]
The rated power of diesel locomotives is equal to the rated engine power. For
electric locomotives it is equal to the maximum continuous power at the wheels.
Slip control
The system that controls the wheel slip which increases the hauling ability,
especially under wet and slippery conditions.

Operation

Distinctions between different types of operations such as mainline and shunting can be
made from the following parameters:

 Wagon weights [ton]


The total mass of all hauled wagons.
Topography (length and grade) [km or the gradient ‰]
The slope or the gradient along the railway line.
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 Speed demand [km/h]



The desired and required speed for the intended train operation. European freight
trains are usually limited to maximum speeds of 90-120 km/h where the higher
speed limit refers to light intermodal trains.
Utilisation pattern [%; h]
The distribution, over time, of operating parameters such as power output
locomotive speed and also whether the locomotive is active or not. Typically
activated means that the diesel engine is running.

2.2.1 Shunting operation
Shunting operation usually refers to a utilisation pattern with low speed and low mean
power. The wagon weights are generally equal to mainline operations. Shunting literally
means to interchange wagons between trains or to collect individual wagons at sidings.
Moreover, operations at marshalling yards can also be defined as shunting. Figure 2.2
shows a typical operating pattern for shunting where the load is proportional to the
power output.

2.2.2 Mainline operation
Mainline operation means hauling trains between two nodes. The speed and power
required are hence considerably higher compared to shunting operations. An example of a
mainline operating pattern is shown in Figure 2.3.
Existing locomotives are usually not made specifically for one type of operation.
Historically, there have been many different ratings in locomotive fleets. As for today,
European operators tend to use 4- and 6-axled locomotives (rarely 3-axled) whereas the
small 2- and 3-axled diesel locomotives are more suitable in industrial operations, usually
at large industries.

2.3

Locomotive efficiency

All energy conversions result in losses. In diesel electric locomotives, the main losses are
in the diesel engine. However there are also important ohmic and iron losses in the
generator and in the traction motors. Efficiencies of main propulsion system components
can be described by Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1 Efficiency and power flow chart of a diesel-electric locomotive
8

Figure 2.2 Typical intermittent operating pattern over time as in e.g. shunting operations

Figure 2.3 Example of mainline operating pattern with relatively high mean intensity over time
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The total locomotive efficiency  tot is:

tot  di ac  ge tm tr

(2-1)

Typical efficiencies for existing diesel freight locomotives in the power range 1-2 MW are
given in Table 2.1:
Table 2.1 Typical efficiencies of locomotives
Diesel engine

25-40 % in locomotives (where 40 % is the
peak efficiency of new locomotive engines)

Generator

90-93 %

Traction motors

90-93 %

Transmission

98.5-99 % [3]

Total efficiency is typically

20-25 %

Previous measurements on the Swedish diesel electric locomotive T44 showed an
efficiency from engine to coupler of 22-30 % for speeds between 20-90 km/h in throttle
notches 4, 6 and 8 [8].
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3 Underlying components and their usage
3.1

Internal combustion engines

A large proportion of all freight locomotives for both mainline operations and shunting
operations are powered by an internal combustion engine. The engine transforms
chemical energy bound in the fuel into heat. The heat thereafter is converted into
mechanical energy that propels the vehicle.

3.1.1 Diesel engine
In the late 1890’s, Rudolf Diesel developed the diesel engine. Nowadays it is the
dominating combustion engine for heavy vehicle applications such as trucks, ships, diesel
locomotives and working machines. The diesel engine is, in contrast to the spark ignited
engine, auto ignited which means combustion ignited. The basic principle of operation is
as follows: air is compressed inducing higher temperature and pressure. As fuel is injected
into the highly compressed air, ignition occurs when the temperature and pressure are
high enough (auto ignition). This is followed by the expansion/work phase (where work
is performed). Finally the exhaust phase exchanges the exhaust gases of the cylinder to
fresh air.
The total engine efficiency is determined by the thermal efficiency, the efficiency factor of
the high-pressure cycle, the gas exchange and mechanical efficiency. It is generally higher
than for spark ignited engines. The highest efficiencies of diesel engines can be seen on
large ship engines with almost 55 % peak efficiency for engines rated at several MW. Its
dominance in these applications is due to the relatively high efficiency even at partial
loads.
The efficiency for a typical diesel engine is shown in the schematic BSFC (brake specific
fuel consumption) map in Figure 3.1. A real BSFC map is presented in Figure 3.2. The
lines represent different efficiency levels, the top line represents maximum load. A
represents a point where the engine is running with low speed and load, B represents the
peak efficiency (max ) and C is an intermediate point where  A  C  B .
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Figure 3.1 Schematic BSFC map of a diesel engine where the letters represent different efficiency levels

Figure 3.2 BSFC map of a 500 kW MTU engine [21]
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The basic differences between diesel engines for road and rail usage are dimensioning and
required service intervals. Rail engines tend to be heavier and have larger oil sumps. The
engine mapping1 differs as well. Most engine applications tend to have its own operation
specific mapping.

3.2

Diesel locomotives for freight service

Diesel locomotives are, as the name implies, propelled by a diesel engine. Diesel
locomotives were introduced in the 1940’s. With a big breakthrough in the 1950’s, this
implied the beginning of the end for steam locomotives. Diesel locomotives were more
cost efficient due to less difficult maintenance and had lower operating costs.
Electric locomotives generally have a higher power to weight ratio but starting tractive
force per axle is usually comparable to diesel locomotives. Figure 3.3 compares a diesel
and an electric locomotive with the same maximum speed and starting tractive force. The
maximum power is approximately four times higher for the electric locomotive. The
dotted lines represent examples of running resistance, which is a function of train weight,
gradients, aerodynamic drag etc. The maximum train speed can graphically be visualised
as the crossing of the current running resistance curve and the maximum tractive force
curve. In Figure 3.3 that is where the dotted lines meet the solid and crosshatched lines.
For the highest running resistance line in Figure 3.3 that correspond to points A and B,
for the diesel and electric locomotive respectively. Diesel locomotives are mainly divided
into two categories with different types of transmission, namely diesel-electric and dieselhydraulic.

Figure 3.3 Example of tractive force (effort) comparison between electric and diesel locomotives where the
power at the wheel periphery is four times larger for the electric locomotive (adhesion is not considered)
A process where engine performance can be modified with respect to the operation. It can comprise
injection (timing, fuel amount), turbo pressure, air flow, exhaust gas recycling etc.
1
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3.2.1 Diesel-electric locomotives
Today, electric drives are the most common type of propulsion in diesel-electric
locomotives. The diesel engine propels a generator that delivers current to the electric
traction motors. Torque from the traction motors to the wheels is delivered via a gearbox.
Hence, there is no mechanical connection between the diesel engine shaft and the wheels.
Generator and traction motors can be either DC or AC of which the latter is more
common for modern locomotives.
The main components of diesel-electric locomotive from the 1960’s are presented in
Figure 3.4. Modern diesel-electric locomotives are basically configured in the same way
although the propulsion system generally consists of an AC generator feeding AC traction
motors via rectifier, DC-link and inverters:

Figure 3.4 A Swedish T43-series diesel locomotive built in the early 1960’s (SJ)
Explanation to the letters in Figure 3.4:
A Driver's cabs
B Exhaust pipe
C Main generator
D Main engine
E Brake (one per wheel)
F Fuel tank (two in this figure)
G Wheel (two per axle i.e. eight in the figure below)
H Traction motor (one per axle on the locomotive shown)
I Couplers and buffers (one in each end)
14

3.2.2 Diesel-hydraulic locomotives
Among diesel-hydraulic transmissions there are two types: hydro-dynamic and hydrostatic. In a hydro-dynamic propulsion system, the engine propels a hydraulic transmission
consisting of a pump and a turbine wheel which propels the wheels via a drive shaft
(other types exist on older locomotives). This is the most common solution in, for
example, German diesel locomotives.
A hydro-static transmission is usually used for lower power ratings and is not common in
railway freight applications. A hydro-static transmission mainly consists of a pump
propelling a hydro-static motor which propels the wheels.

3.3

New locomotive concepts

3.3.1 Dual-mode locomotives
A dual-mode locomotive can be defined as a locomotive fed by either of two primary
energy sources. Dual-mode locomotives are also referred to as electro-diesel locomotives.
The primary energy sources are usually electricity and diesel which usually implies that an
electric propulsion system is used with electricity from either an overhead catenary system
or a separate conductor rail, along with a diesel-electric generator system. A hybrid
locomotive on the other hand, uses one primary energy converter, usually a diesel-electric
generator commonly referred to as a genset, along with a secondary energy source, usually
consisting of batteries.
The incentive to use dual-mode locomotives are improvements in operations and
locomotive utilisation as well as lower fuel consumption, emissions and noise. The latter
are basically a function of the amount of diesel operations that can be transferred to all
electric operation. Two main design principles of dual-mode locomotive can be
distinguished with respect to the field of application.
The first type of dual-mode locomotive is basically designed as diesel electric locomotives
where electric feeding is possible from third rail or overhead catenary. This design is
mainly used in public transportation and maintenance operation. Such designs can be
found in North America e.g. on the North-East Corridor of the United States where a
large number are in service. Electric feeding is provided in e.g. tunnels and suburban
areas. These locomotives typically have a power rating that is equal for diesel operation
and electric feeding.
The second type of dual-mode locomotive is mainly used for freight service. It is basically
an electric locomotive with an on-board diesel generator that provides power for nonelectrified sidings, terminal areas and branch line services, where the speed and power
demands are relatively low. The rated power for these designs is usually 2-4 times higher
in electric mode compared to diesel mode. Serial production for this type has however
been rare. Only Great Britain and South Africa have manufactured a larger series of
locomotives whereas two prototypes have been built in Germany [19].
In many countries, typical customer requirements have been to receive goods in the
morning and send goods in the afternoon. Consequently, the freight trains have been
operating during the night. The practice in Sweden has been to utilise electric locomotives
for heavy night-time operations with low degree of utilisation daytime. On the other
15

hand, diesel locomotives are mostly used for branch lines and shunting operations mainly
undertaken daytime with marginal utilisation night-time. In order to improve operations,
dual-mode locomotives could alternatively be used round the clock for most operations
providing a better degree of utilisation. A possible better degree of utilisation can be seen
as an incentive to reduce the locomotive fleet size. As a consequence, two and three-axle
diesel shunting locomotives can be avoided in areas adjacent to electrified areas.
The ability to use both electric supply from catenary or third rail as well as diesel supply
allows for non-stop operations on both non-electrified lines and electrified lines. Principal
design of a dual-mode propulsion system can be performed in several ways. A layout
example of a dual-mode locomotive propulsion system can be seen in Figure 3.5 where
the area A represents a propulsion system for two traction motors, typically one bogie.
Hence the same system would be used in the other bogie for a four-axled locomotive.
The three phase AC power generated by the diesel engine(s) (ICE) and the generators (G)
has to be rectified before it is fed to the inverters and the traction motors (M). An
example of a dual-mode locomotive for freight service can be seen in Figure 3.6 where
the South African Class 38-locomotive of Transnet Freight Rail (formerly Spoornet) is
shown.

3.3.2 Hybrid locomotives
A hybrid locomotive refers to a locomotive equipped with a hybrid propulsion system.
Hybrids comprise an energy storage, usually batteries or capacitors, in order to even out
differences in power need and power output. This allows the combustion engine to
operate at a constant working point with high efficiency. The energy storage can
furthermore be adapted to allow for grid charging which usually is denoted as a plug-in
hybrid. In some solutions the batteries are charged by fuel-cells but no commercial
solution has been presented so far.
There are two basic concepts for hybrid drives, series and parallel hybrid. Most other
existing hybrid solutions can be related to these basic ones presented below.
Series hybrid drive

The principle design of a series hybrid drive is shown in Figure 3.7. In a series hybrid
there is no mechanical connection between the combustion engine and the wheelsets.
System design can consequently be easier as the combustion engine can be placed more
freely.
Energy is stored in batteries connected to an intermediate DC link. The power of the
combustion engine is transferred into electrical energy by means of an AC generator
connected to the DC link via a rectifier. The traction motor is fed from a three-phase
inverter connected to the DC link. The output shaft of the traction motor is normally
connected to the wheelsets via a fixed step-down gear.

16
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Figure 3.5 Principle layout of a dual-mode propulsion system for one bogie

Figure 3.6 Two Class 38 dual-mode locomotives (Siemens press picture)
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Key design parameters are maximum power and torque of the traction motors, size of the
energy storage and charge capacity of the combustion engine and the generator. A series
hybrid drive allows the operating point2 of the combustion engine (T1, n1) to be fully
independent of the output of the traction motor (T2, n2) thus making it possible to run the
combustion engine at an operating point with optimal efficiency for a given power. The
size and weight of the battery can be significant but can be reduced if the capacity of the
combustion engine and the generator is increased. The main drawback of a series hybrid
drive is that several energy conversions are required, reducing the overall efficiency [20].
Parallel hybrid drive

In a parallel hybrid drive the output shaft of the combustion engine is directly connected
to the wheelsets through a fixed gear as shown in Figure 3.8. The battery is connected via
an inverter to the stator of an electrical machine mounted on the engine shaft. The battery
power is converted into a torque that can be added or subtracted to the torque of the
combustion engine, hence allowing the torque of the combustion engine to be chosen
independently of the torque on the wheelsets. This makes it possible to choose the torque
of the combustion engine that provides a high efficiency. There are, compared to the
series hybrid, less energy conversions steps. Thus, the parallel hybrid drive can obtain
better efficiency than the series hybrid, at least when the operating point is relatively fixed
[20].
Hybrid locomotives that have been presented so far comprise a series hybrid power train
with a relatively small combustion engine and large battery packs. This implies that usage
is limited mostly to shunting operations since the combustion engine capacity is limited
and does not allow high power outlet for longer periods. As previously described in
section 2.2, shunting operation tends to have a strongly intermittent pattern with low
average power need which is favourable for such a hybrid drive system. In some rail
freight applications, the extra weight provided by the energy storage of the hybrid rail
vehicle is beneficial as it provides better adhesive abilities [19] [20].

3.3.3 Multi genset hybrids
Using only a single large diesel engine generally results in poor efficiency as the mean
power of many kinds of operations is low. Shunting operations is one such case. The
advantage of using multiple engines compared to traditional single engine propulsion
systems is that a better operating point with better efficiency can be chosen in many cases.
Multiple engines enable a combination of several more favourable operating points. At
partial load or idling, one or two engines can be turned on and off to adapt to actual load.
The engines used are usually engines produced in large numbers such as industrial and
heavy truck engines, providing a better power to cost ratio [11].

2

The operating point is defined by the load that is, torque and engine speed.
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Figure 3.7 Principle layout of a series hybrid power train

Figure 3.7 Principle layout of a parallel hybrid power train

3.3.4 Locomotives with auxiliary power unit
Auxiliary power unit, or APU, is not a locomotive concept itself. It is rather a
supplementary equipment for diesel-electric locomotives. An APU is basically an
additional combustion engine of substantially smaller size than the main engine that is
used along the main engine. When certain idling conditions are met, a control system
turns off the main engine and the APU maintains all vital main engine systems such as
coolant temperature, battery charge level, lube oil temperature, cab heating etc. The APU
only runs when any of the monitored levels is outside a predefined interval. Since the
APU typically has a rating of only 20-40 kW, it is more fuel efficient during idling. In the
railway industry, this solution is foremost used in large diesel locomotives [4].
This solution has not met the same popularity in Europe as in North America as diesel
locomotives are more uncommon. The similarity with multi genset hybrids is the use of
multiple engines to obtain higher overall efficiency and improved fuel economy. Related
to duty cycles an APU is used at standstill idling only whereas a multi genset hybrid is
used for the entire operation, including standstill idling, where the number of engines in
service is adapted to the load.
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4 Test cycles
A test cycle for combustion engines is a standardised way of loading the engine in
compliance with a predetermined pattern of fractional engine speeds and loads (torque or
power). The aim is to resemble normal or hypothetical operation of a combustion engine.
Hence the loads represent the resistance from topography, curvature, train weight etc.
The load and speed of a test cycle can either be applied to the engine shaft or,
alternatively, the wheel shaft (road vehicles) in a chassis dynamometer. The speed can
thus be expressed as either engine speed or vehicle speed.
The field of application for test cycles is foremost to certify engines towards applicable
exhaust emission regulations for the concerned field of application. Usually four types of
emissions are regulated:






CO – carbon monoxide
HC – hydrocarbons , in North America regulated as THC (total hydrocarbon)
NOx – nitrogen oxides NO and NO2
PM – particulate matter, defined by its size, PM10 states particles with a diameter
of 10 μm or less.

Moreover, test cycles can also be used in fuel economy evaluations as well as emission
calculations. Results from the test run are finalised by summarising emitted emissions and
performed work by the engine. The same procedure can be made to reveal specific fuel
consumption and the proportional CO2 emissions.
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4.1

Test cycle classification

Principally, there are two different kinds of test cycles, dynamic (or transient) and static
test cycles. A dynamic test cycle is a predetermined pattern with step-wise variations of
load torque and engine speed over a fixed time interval with certain resolution, usually
one second intervals.
Figure 4.1 shows a schematic example of a dynamic test cycle. In the figure, engine speed
(n) and torque (T) are plotted as a function of time (t). Point A indicates an instant where
torque is applied and the engine speed rises. At point B, the torque has turned negative
(braking has been applied) and the engine speed is reduced. Finally at point C, the engine
is idling followed by an applied torque smaller than A. Noticeable is that the engine is
always on during the test cycle. The denotation nidle means that the engine speed is equal
to the idling speed. An example of a real (in use) dynamic test cycle is the European
Transient Cycle (ETC) which is presented in Appendix C.
Static test cycles are on the other hand made up of several steady-state modes. Each mode
represents a steady state (constant) torque and speed. Each one of these modes are held at
a predefined time in order to stabilise the measured parameters, after one mode the
torque and speed is changed to the next mode and measurements are done after obtaining
steady-state values. The emission measurements are thus made with different engine
torques and speeds in the time domain. Before performing a static test cycle the engine is
usually warmed up at full speed according to warm up procedures stated in the standard
(same applies to dynamic test cycles). A test run is principally made according to a
schedule similar to the one shown in Figure 4.2 where point A is the first steady state
mode that is measured. Point B is a transition between two modes which is excluded
from the measurements, point C is the maximum torque tested (100 %). Point C is
followed by a cool down process in this example. Results from all modes are weighted
according to the concerned test cycle in order to obtain the specific emissions. This
means that the specific emissions from an engine are a combination of the engine and the
test cycle. An example of a cycle weighting is shown below and in Table 4.1 and Equation
4-1.
Test procedures are usually vastly regulated in terms of e.g. fuel quality, temperature and
test equipment. The latter has to meet certain requirements specified in the test
procedures of the emission standard.
An example is the ISO3 test cycle for rail traction engines, the ISO 8178-F. It is a 3-mode
cycle [23]:

 Idling is weighted 60 %
 50 % torque and intermediate engine speed is weighted 15 %
 Full torque and full engine speed is weighted 25 %

3

International Organization for Standardization
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Figure 4.1 Schematic visualisation of a dynamic test cycle
with the engine speed (top) and torque (bottom)

Figure 4.2 Example of test to obtain values from a static test cycle
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To calculate the cycle specific emissions, an example with NOx data presented in Table
4.1 is used.
Table 4.1 Example of NOx calculations using test cycle ISO 8178-F
Mode

Emission rate [g/h] Power output [kW]

Idle

500

10

50 % torque

6 000

1 000

100 % torque

10 000

2 000

The cycle specific emissions are calculated according to equation (4-1):
n

Individual gas [ g / kWh ] 

 Gas
i 1

mass i

 WFi

n

 P  WF
i 1

i

(4-1)

i

Where:
i is the mode index
Gasmass is the measured amount (mass) of gas in mode i
WFi is the weighting factor of mode i stated for each test cycle
Pi is the measured power of mode i
Inserting the emission rate and power output values of Table 4.1 yields:

0,6  500  0,15  6000  0,25  10000
 5,64 g/kWh
0,6  10  0,15  1000  0,25  2000
A schematical figure of the ISO 8178-cycle is shown in Figure 4.3. An engine or
locomotive seen from a 24-hour utilisation perspective is shown in Figure 4.4 where the
duty cycle’s part of a 24-hour day is presented. The duty cycle of a locomotive is hence a
partial set of the utilisation, that is, both available and unavailable time.
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Figure 4.3 The static ISO 8178-F test cycle, weighing factors in %

Figure 4.4 Duty cycle definition
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4.2

Test cycle development and application

The procedure of developing a test cycle is initialised by logging/recording data for the
type of operation that the test cycle is meant to resemble. Collected data is thereafter
processed statistically. This means that for example a high amount of idling in the
retrieved data will results in a high amount of idling in the test cycle [6] and [25]. Figure
4.5 shows an example of a recorded engine operation. The plot shows engine torque
versus engine speed with one dot per sample.

Figure 4.5 Example of recorded operational pattern (Courtesy of JTI – Swedish Institute of
Agricultural and Environmental Engineering [13])
A weighted test cycle from the example above would probably have a considerable
weighting around 400 Nm and 1500-2000 rpm.
A static duty cycle is typically chosen for static operations with mostly steady state
conditions or discrete throttle levels as can be seen in North American locomotives. It
can also be a matter of financial issues since a static cycle is easier to perform. Large
combustion engines found in applications such as ships and locomotives are hence for
practical and economic reasons tested according to static test cycles. It is intuitive that
both increased number of modes in a static test cycle as well as the design of a dynamic
test cycle influence the cost.
North American locomotives that are tested with static duty cycles are subject to
additional transient loading tests where smoke opacity is measured during two different
time intervals: 30-second peak and 3-second peak. Peak in this context means the highest
opacity index, which is the lowest opacity4, obtained during the interval. Smoke opacity is
also measured in steady state.

4

In this context, the degree to which light is blocked by exhaust smoke
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Diesel engine characteristic is the main reason to perform a smoke test on the whole.
Smoke is emitted at transient load responses due to air (oxygen) shortage. Some later
engine generations use a load response lag in order to suppress the smoke emissions and
meet current requirements. The smoke consists of black carbon particles.

4.3

Existing test cycles

There are test cycles for a wide range of combustion engines. The scope of this work only
covers locomotives. Hence foremost test cycles applicable to locomotives are covered.

4.3.1 Test cycles in rail vehicles in relation to road
vehicles
Rail transports and road transports obviously have some fundamental differences. For
instance the kinetic energy (momentum) of a train along with a substantially lower rolling
resistance induces a more even driving pattern compared to road vehicles. These
differences are most likely reflected in duty cycle differences.
Some of the differences can be illustrated by the following Swedish examples:

 Engine power and hauled tonnage – heavy trucks in Sweden usually have power





ratings between 150-450 kW for a hauled net tonnage of 12-40 tonnes and
vehicle/train gross weight of 18-60 tonnes where the lower interval corresponds to
distribution and the upper interval long distance haulage. Corresponding data for
diesel hauled trains in Sweden are 380-3200 kW for train weights between 3001600 tonnes
Vehicle and engine speed pattern – the maximum permitted speed for road
vehicles is 80-90 km/h (depending on configuration) whereas diesel hauled trains
sometimes are permitted to 100 km/h. As the hauled tonnage difference indicates,
a train has larger momentum and driving pattern differs
Topography – road gradients are allowed to be considerably steeper than for rail
lines. New rail lines are built with a maximum gradient of 10 ‰ and older lines
usually have maximum gradients of 10-20 ‰. As comparison, new Swedish
motorways are designed with a maximum gradient of 60 ‰ as a comparison [24].

A larger power to hauled tonnage ratio will likely imply different loading at permitted,
constant speeds. Acceleration ability will also be different. In the following section, some
test cycles, for rail vehicles are presented:
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Europe

Diesel powered locomotives in the European Union are regulated by the directive
2004/26/EC [9]. Prior to that, the voluntary UIC I and UIC II were used in Europe [22].
The test cycle used for these regulations is the international, three mode static ISO 8178-4
cycle F shown in Table 4.2.
It is assumed that three mode test cycles are chosen for time and financial reasons. This is
further emphasised by the fact that Environment Canada claims that the three mode cycle
developed by AAR5 was considered in order to make engine testing faster and less
expensive.
Table 4.2 ISO 8178 Cycle F
Mode number

Engine Speed

Load

Weighing factor

1

Rated

100%

0.25

2

Intermediate

50%

0.15

3

Idle

0%

0.60

North America

The majority of all locomotives in North America are diesel locomotives. Consequently, a
wide range of test cycles exist principally from the environmental agencies EPA of USA
and Environment Canada of Canada as well as railroad associations AAR of USA and
RAC6 of Canada and locomotive manufacturers, for instance GE and EMD.
The emission legislation in the USA is governed by the EPA with its test cycles and
emission limits (Tier levels). The power of North American freight locomotives is
controlled by an AAR-standardised eight notch (discrete throttle position) control where
notch 8 is equal to full power. Notches 1-7 are however not standardised, although idling
and notch 8 respectively represent 0 and 100 % of full traction power. A locomotive
engine will thus, in terms of speed, spend its time in or in between these notches and
most North American freight locomotives are controlled in this way. Figure 4.6 shows an
example of the power distribution of three different locomotive engines and how the
power output differs in notches 1-7.

5
6

Association of American Railroads
Railroad Association of Canada
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Figure 4.6 Example of relative power output vs. relative engine speed in notches 1-8 and idle [5]
In order to resemble the two major modes of operation for locomotives i.e. mainline and
shunting operations, EPA and RAC uses one test cycle for each type of operation. In
Canada, the railways have committed themselves to meet the latest EPA emission level
and to upgrade in-service locomotives to EPA Tier 0 level when major overhauls are
made. The shunting requirements allows for higher power specific emission rates due to
the lower power output in shunting mode and the larger amount of idling.
In addition, the requirement must be fulfilled during the useful life of the locomotives.
This means that it should be able to comply with the standards for a defined interval of
energy usage and time. The energy usage is read in MW-hours which is set to 7.5 times
the rated engine horse power. The minimum time is ten years. The requirement ends
when either time or energy usage requirement has been exceeded. That is, a locomotive
with a 2 000 kW (2 680 hp) engine will therefore need to comply with the standard for
20 100 MW-hours. Older locomotives without MW-hour meter will have to comply with
emission regulations, fuel economy and power output for at least ten years or 750 000
miles (approx. 1 200 000 km) whichever is reached first [6]. Locomotives must
furthermore fulfil smoke opacity tests as described in chapter 4.2.
EPA claims that using two different test cycles encourages cleaner engines not only when
high power is used, since the weighting makes great difference for emissions performance
in idling and at higher notches respectively. As Table 4.3 indicates, the amount of idling is
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generally more than half the time. EPA claims that as much as one third of all idling can
be spent while moving, i.e. the speed is greater than zero, denoted coasting. A calculated
mean power level for the test cycles listed in Table 4.3 is presented in Table 4.5. It is
obtained by applying the power levels listed in Table 4.4 that are used in testing of nonstandard engines in the US.
Locomotives in North America are definitely more equivalent to each other than, for
instance, in Europe. Most locomotives are diesel-electric with engine power ratings
typically in the range of 3000-4500 horsepower (approximately 2.2-3.4 MW). When used
in approximately the same kind of duty with the same requirements regarding the rated
power per train in relation to trailed tonnage it can be assumed that the loading profile
might be somewhat alike.
In comparison, European locomotives have a larger spread in terms of power range. They
have ratings up to well over 6 MW for electric locomotives. Diesel locomotives are
typically rated at approximately 1-2 MW.
Table 4.3 Compilation of different static test cycles
Throttle
Notch

ISO
8178-F

EPA
Freight

AAR
Freight

RAC
Freight

GE
Freight

EMD
Freight

AAR
3mode

EPA
Switch

AAR
Switch

RAC
Switch

California
Yard

8

25%

16%

28%

12%

14%

17%

25%

1%

0%

5%

2%

7

0%

3%

3%

4%

3%

4%

0%

0%

0%

2%

0%

6

0%

4%

3%

4%

3%

4%

0%

2%

1%

2%

0%

5

0%

4%

3%

4%

4%

4%

25%

4%

1%

2%

1%

4

15%

4%

3%

4%

4%

4%

0%

4%

2%

2%

3%

3

0%

5%

3%

4%

3%

4%

0%

6%

4%

2%

3%

2

0%

7%

3%

4%

5%

4%

0%

12%

5%

2%

4%

1

0%

7%

3%

4%

5%

5%

0%

12%

10%

2%

4%

Dyn.Brk

0%

13%

8%

0%

4%

9%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Idle

0%

0%

0%

60%

50%

46%

50%

0%

0%

81%

0%

Low Idle

60%

38%

43%

0%

0%

0%

0%

60%

77%

0%

82%

Table 4.4 Power distribution for testing of non-standard locomotives
Power Distribution by Notch
Throttle Notch

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Percent of Rated Power

4.5

11.5

23.5

35.0

48.5

64.0

85.0

100

Table 4.5 Mean power of test cycles in Table 4.3 with power distributions of Table 4.4
ISO
8178-F
30%

EPA
Freight
27%

AAR
Freight
36%

RAC
Freight
23%

GE
Freight
23%

EMD
Freight
28%

30

AAR 3mode
37%

EPA
Switch
8%

AAR
Switch
4%

RAC
Switch
10%

California
Yard
5%

4.4

Duty cycles in alternative propulsion
concepts

It is reasonable to believe that dual mode locomotives will be certified by its combustion
engine to meet current emission standards. It will presumably have a different duty cycle
as the rated diesel power and operating time in diesel mode will differ from pure diesel
locomotives. In other words, the duty cycle of dual mode locomotives needs to be
investigated which is hard to do due to the few dual mode locomotives currently in
operation.
Hybrids are, as described in section 3.3.2, on the other hand depending on several energy
sources. A regular test cycle on locomotives is performed by measuring and calculating
specific emissions on the engine shaft or the main generator. In order to obtain a true
emission standard for hybrids, the battery state of charge has to be considered. For the
time being no hybrid standard exist for locomotives. The worldwide fleet is yet very small.
Collaterally, an ISO-standard were launched in 2007 for hybrid-electric road vehicles (ISO
23274). In the standard it is stated that a hybrid vehicle can be classified by four key
components: combustion engine, electric motor, fuel tank and battery. Furthermore, a
hybrid vehicle is classified after its ability to be externally charged and the different
operating modes, i.e. all electric, hybrid or pure combustion engine, all in all six different
settings. The test standard states that emission measurements have to be corrected in
proportion to the change in state of charge of the batteries.

4.5

Test cycle modelling

Test cycles can, as previously described, be used for simulations using models to calculate
emissions and fuel consumption. Assume that there are three different types of operation.
Three different locomotives are to be compared. This will result in nine duty cycle
simulations as each locomotive and operation has its prerequisites and requirements. In
this example there are three duty cycle models, that is test cycles to mimic these nine
combinations which is illustrated in Figure 4.7. Since the number of operational modes
and locomotive types in reality are large, the number of individual duty cycles is almost
infinite. This is why test cycles are used.
Test cycles are used for both “reality to model” e.g. A-1β which is when to obtain a test
cycle and for “model to reality” e.g. γB-3 which is e.g. for estimating emission levels
from an operation. A parameter not yet mentioned is the driving behaviour which is
believed to influence the reality case [12]. There are several drawbacks with both of these
methods:
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Figure 4.7 Graphical breakdown of activities related to reality and modelling

“Reality to model”

A problem with test cycle modelling is the ability to resemble intended range of
operations. The broader operational range that a test cycle is meant to resemble the worse
similarity between real operation and test cycle can be expected. This has been
demonstrated for other non-road engine applications [14].
Furthermore, since a test cycle comprises fractional power levels (percent of maximum),
the test cycle will change if a locomotive is upgraded to a more or less powerful engine as
the fractional power will change. An example of the influence on the duty cycle due to
change in fractional power is from North American mainline rail freight where new, more
powerful, locomotives have been introduced to reduce the fleet size. Two new
locomotives provide power similar to three older ones.
Changing the total rated power in a train does not imply that the power output will
change. This is evident at least if the same loads are hauled in a similar way. However, it
does enable a different driving behaviour.
“Model to reality”

When estimating e.g. emissions or energy or fuel consumption, a method would be to
choose a duty cycle for the used locomotives with respect to recognised emission/fuel
factors and calculate the desired parameters. If the fuel consumption is known, emission
estimation might be easier to accomplish. However without known values, estimation will
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be hard using only a test cycle. For example, the accuracy of the ISO 8178-F as a general
description of Swedish diesel locomotives can be questioned. Table 4.5 gives an indication
on how the mean power levels of different duty cycles varies for different types of
operation.
Yet another way of estimating emissions is to use a value of emitted emissions per volume
fuel consumed. It can be derived from the specific emissions and specific fuel
consumption under assumption that the fuel density is known.

4.6

Energy and emission examples

The previously described static test cycles have from 3 to 11 modes. Test cycles are as
previously described primarily designed to certify engines. If or how much the ability to
resemble real duty increases by the number of modes is a relevant question as well as
what defines a good description of a specific duty. Yet another question is when the
incentives to use dynamic cycles are met.
When using static duty cycles, the mean power and torque can in principle be described
with only two modes as Figure 4.8 shows. This raises the question why ISO and AAR
have implemented three-mode test cycles and how these test cycles behave compared to
test cycles with more or fewer modes. A further question is how two-mode cycles having
the same mean power level as an ordinary test cycle differ in terms of describing
emissions. A clear limitation of two mode cycles would be that partial loads are not tested
at all. Hence the question is what difference it makes. In duties where the amount of
partial loads is considered negligible, a two-mode cycle could possibly be “good enough”
regardless if the specific emissions have a linear relation to the engine load. An example
of how specific emissions can differ with the engine load is shown in Figure 4.9.
A dynamic duty cycle would probably face the same problems in terms of mean power
but with additional difficulties regarding dynamic behaviour. The weighting is instead
performed by how much of the test time is spent at different states/modes.
When considering a two mode cycle, a question arises whether it is sufficient to have one
cycle for all kinds of railway vehicles or if it is necessary to use shunting, mainline and
perhaps even more operational references in test cycle development. Clearly there are
types of operation that can be categorised in between shunting and mainline. In other
words the mean power might be in between and the transient behaviour might also be
somewhere in between these two.
The number of test cycles used and referred to can possibly be a measure of the extent of
combustion engine usage. This statement is supported by the numerous North American
test cycles for locomotives compared to only one European test cycle ISO 8178-F.
Indeed the North American variety can partly be explained by its standardised eight notch
control system whereas various control systems exist in the rest of the world. However,
the interest might also dependent on interest from authorities, users and other
organisations.
From a North American perspective, where eight notch control is standard and where
regulatory duty cycle recordings are made there is probably no direct reason to question
the test cycles. The number of modes corresponds to the possible modes and the time
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spent in each mode is followed up. Indeed some types of usage will be outside defined
cycles but using two different test cycles at least broadens the resembling range.
Finding a test cycle for alternative propulsion systems such as hybrids or multi-engine
vehicles faces new problems as the combustion engine in a hybrid propulsion system has
supplementary energy storage and energy converters. Duty cycle-wise, additional
parameters need to be considered due to additional energy storages and their state of
charge (SOC). For hybrid-electric road vehicles, there is an established standard for
testing fuel consumption and emissions (ISO 23274:2007). Yet, as mentioned before, no
standard exist for rail vehicles with alternative propulsion systems. In a multi-engine
propulsion system the amount of partial load is decreased as each engine is engaged only
when needed although these solutions are both fairly uncommon and each genset alone
can be said to comprise a traditional system.

4.6.1 Two mode cycles
When considering three-mode test cycles a tempting thought would be to investigate how
well a two-mode cycle can mimic other test cycles using fewer modes. How well would
the EPA- ISO- and the California Yard-cycles be able to be mimicked by using only
notch 8 and idling with the same mean power as the mimicked cycle? Certainly the mean
power can be mimicked, but a fundamental point of interest is how much emissions and
fuel consumption will differ for these test cycles?
Calculated weightings of the two-mode test cycles are presented in Table 4.6. Calculated
emission and fuel consumption values of the mentioned test cycles are presented in Table
4.7 where base data is presented in [5]. Similarly, calculated emission and fuel
consumption values of the mimicked cycles can be seen in Table 4.8.
Table 4.6 Mimicked 2-mode test cycles
Throttle
position
Idle
Notch 8

ISO 8178-F
31.25 %
68.75 %

EPA
Freight
28.43 %
71.57 %
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EPA
Switch
9.24 %
90.76 %

California
Yard
5.30 %
94.7 %

Figure 4.8 A two mode example with power reference

Figure 4.9 Example of CO-emissions for two different EMD locomotive engines [5]
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Table 4.7 Calculated test cycle data

HC
CO
NOx
PM

g/h
g/h
g/h
g/h

ISO
8178-F
255.0
1 589.2
8 092.4
154.5

HC
CO
NOx
PM

g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh

0.7
4.2
21.5
0.4

kg/h
g/kWh

Mean fuel
rate
BSFC
BSFC-index

EPA
Freight
240.4
1 239.2
7 642.4
144.8

122.4
274.3
2 781.7
60.6

California
Yard
115.8
306.6
2 058.9
49.3

0.7
3.6
22.2
0.4

1.0
2.3
23.3
0.5

1.6
4.2
28.1
0.7

95.5

88.6

34.2

25.0

253.1
100

257.3
102

286.1
113

341.2
135

EPA Switch

Table 4.8 Mimicked 2-mode cycle data

HC
CO
NOx
PM

g/h
g/h
g/h
g/h

ISO
8178-F
276.2
1 908.8
8 218.6
161.3

HC
CO
NOx
PM

g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh

0.7
5.1
21.8
0.4

kg/h
g/kWh

Mean fuel
rate
BSFC
BSFC-index

EPA
Freight
260.2
1 752.9
7 566.0
149.6

151.4
691.9
3 125.2
69.5

California
Yard
129.1
474.0
2 213.5
53.1

0.8
5.1
22.0
0.4

1.3
5.8
26.2
0.6

1.8
6.5
30.2
0.7

97.4

89.7

37.1

26.3

258.2
102

260.5
103

310.7
123

359.1
142
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EPA Switch

Table 4.9 Deviations of emissions and fuel rate of Table 4.7 and Table 4.8
Emission
HC
CO
NOx
PM
Mean Fuel Rate

ISO 8178-F
8%
20 %
2%
4%
2%

EPA
Freight
8%
41 %
1%
3%
1%

EPA
Switch
24 %
152 %
12 %
15 %
9%

California
Yard
11 %
55 %
8%
8%
5%

The shunting cycles show quite high deviation, in particular the CO-emissions. The
source data is from an older engine (same as in the T44-series locomotives) and should be
compared with modern engine measurements to obtain an up to date analysis. Clearly a
non-linear bathtub-like emission curve (notch-wise) will be hard to mimic with only two
modes as discussed in chapter 4.5.

4.7

Discussion – measurement objectives

The relevance of the test cycle applied in Sweden, ISO 8178-F, has not yet been disputed
in terms of resemblance towards different operations. Previous measurements of Swedish
diesel locomotives have been focused on either tractive force or emissions with the ISO
8178-F weighting. In order to obtain a better understanding of the actual operational
patterns, duty cycles needs to be registered and compared with existing test cycles. Within
these questions there are underlying questions such as to what extent the number of
modes influence the resemblance and if static test cycles are inappropriate to use when
transient lapses are common.
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5 Measurements
In order to verify the relevance of existing test cycles used in Sweden (read ISO 8178
F-cycle) in-use duty cycles were recorded by field measurements. The differences between
test cycles and Swedish duty cycles for shunting and mainline operations have yet not
been examined. The main factors of interest are output power, speed and emissions.
Previous work presented with Swedish affiliation has almost exclusively been exhaust
emission measurements of diesel locomotives where the ISO-cycle has been used when
presenting the results [1] and [18]. In addition to that, a tractive force measurement was
made prior to final delivery of the T44 series in the late 1960’s [8].

5.1

Objectives of the measurement

The objectives of the measurements were to obtain data from both shunting and mainline
operations with diesel locomotive in Sweden. An examination of the Swedish diesel
locomotive population for freight service clearly indicates that the T44 series locomotive
is the most common type. Earlier Swedish measurements have also, almost exclusively,
been performed using T44 locomotives. The T44 locomotive is, in many ways,
comparable with contemporary American EMD switch locomotives. For instance, the
diesel engine and other propulsion system parts are often identical.
During the measurements, engine and propulsion system parameters were recorded in
order to attain an adequate overview of the propulsion system parameters necessary to
obtain an in-use duty cycle. The measurements were carried out on September 11th and
12th 2008 around Borlänge, Sweden.
The measurements were principally divided into two sets, mainline and shunting. The
mainline measurements were undertaken between Borlänge and Vansbro and the
shunting service on the industrial area of SSAB (Swedish Steel AB) in Borlänge. Hauling
was provided by one of Green Cargo’s T44-locomotives. Measurement equipment was
provided by Interfleet Technology. The observed parameters are shown in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1 Observed parameter in the measurement
Observed parameters

Comment

System time/clock
GPS-position
GPS-based speed
Diesel engine speed

Obtained by an optic sensor on the engine
shaft. Problems occurred when trying to
obtain data from notch 8 due to vibrations.

Traction motor current (traction motor nr. 3)

By built-in measurement shunt

Generator voltage
Fuel consumption by flow meter

Two flow meters are mounted, measuring
inflow and outflow to and from the fuel
injection system, thus fuel consumption is
the difference.

Couple force between locomotive and
wagons (mainline measurement only)
With the observed parameters in Table 5.1, energy consumption and conversion
efficiency between supplied fuel, generator and coupler can be derived. The latter was
however only retrieved during the mainline measurements. Supplied fuel power is found
from:

P f  m f  Q HV

(5-1)

Where m f is the mass flow of fuel per unit time and Q HV is the heating value of the fuel,
in this context diesel oil. Fuel conversion and generator efficiency can be expressed as:

 fg 

Pg
m f  Q HV

(5-2)

Where Pg is the power output of the generator. The power in the coupler between the
locomotive and the wagons is:

Pc  Fc  v
where Fc is the coupler force and v is the train speed.
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(5-3)

5.2

Equipment characteristics

5.2.1 The T44-locomotive
The T44 series locomotive was developed in the late 1960’s with the T43-locomotive
being the predecessor. As a whole, 123 locomotives were manufactured between 19681987 by Nohab and Kalmar Verkstads AB for the Swedish State Railways (SJ) [7]. The
diesel-electric propulsion system consisting of a two-stroke diesel engine, four traction
motors and a generator was provided by GM-EMD7. Main generator and traction motors
are DC series motors. The majority of these locomotives are today owned by Green
Cargo. The locomotive used for the measurements, nr. 337, was manufactured by Nohab
in 1976, see Figure 5.1. It is retrofitted with radio control and fuel flow meters used for
follow-up of fuel consumption when Eco-Driving is utilised. The technical data of the
T44-locomotive is presented in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2 Technical specifications for the T44-locomotive [7]
Diesel engine
Diesel engine power rating
Axle configuration
Length
Adhesive mass
Starting tractive force
Maximum speed
Cylinder volume

GM EMD 12-645E
1235 kW
Bo’Bo’ (4-axled)
15.4 metres
76 tonnes
220 kN
100 km/h
126.9 litres

Figure 5.1 The T44-locomotive used for the measurements
7

General Motors, Electro-Motive Division
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Tractive Force Diagram - T44
Tractive Force [kN]

250
200
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0
0
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40
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Speed [km/h]
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Figure 5.2 Tractive force diagram for the T44 series locomotive (adhesion not considered)
The main diesel engine is rated at 1235 kW, which is the gross power. Maximum power
on the main generator shaft, the traction power8, is 1150 kW. The traction power is
simply lower than the gross power due to power consumption by other systems such as
the auxiliary generator that propels essential systems, for instance radiator fans for cooling
and the air compressor. In addition there are also important losses in gears, traction
motors and generator [3]. Consequently, the maximum power at the wheel periphery
would only be approximately 930-1000 kW. A previous measurement presented a
maximum power in the range of 920-940 kW [8]. The maximum starting tractive force is
specified to 220 kN that actually depends on available adhesion. The tractive force
diagram is shown in Figure 5.2 where the tractive force F is plotted as a function of the
speed v. The power, P, then is:

P  F v

(5-4)

Power control

The power of the locomotive is controlled by an eight notch control as described in
Chapter 4.3.1 with one idling setting, i.e. nine settings. Power control is technically done
by changing the power setting in the drivers’ cabs or in the radio controller. Each notch
(except idling) represents a predefined output power which is obtained by injecting fuel in
accordance with the notch specific power/engine speed. This is controlled by regulators
that balance the power for each notch, both for the engine and the generator. This
solution implies, from a duty cycle perspective, that the duty cycle analysis can be done by
analysing the engine revolution since each notch represents a single engine speed and
output power.

In diesel traction equal to power on the generator shaft. In electric traction equal to power at the wheel
periphery.
8
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The traction motor currents are controlled by altering between series and parallel
connections and by using shunting resistances to obtain field weakening. Figure 5.3 shows
the DC-series traction motor scheme, where 1 is the rotor winding, 2 is the field winding,
and 3 and 4 are field shunts for field weakening by decreasing the rotor current. Ra and U
are as previously described, the armature resistance and the motor voltage respectively.
From Figure 5.3 the motor armature current Ia in steady-state is given by

Ia 

U E
Ras

(5-5)

where E is the back EMF and Ras is the sum of armature and field winding resistances.
The EMF is proportional to speed and flux according to

E  kem

(5-6)

where φ is the flux and ke is a constant. The torque is proportional to armature current Ia
and flux φ hence

T  ki I a

(5-7)

The flux in a series excited DC-motor is a function of the armature current Ia, φ=f(ω).
Thus, the torque is proportional to the square of the armature current

T  k I a2

Figure 5.3 Principles of the T44-locomotive DC series traction motor
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(5-8)

Combining equations (5-5) and (5-6) yields the speed dependence in steady state.

m 

U a  Ras I a
ke

(5-9)

The maximum speed is limited by the maximum current and thus the torque. In order to
increase the speed of the T44-locomotive, the current and flux are reduced by using
different coupling arrangements as well as field shunts. The coupling arrangements are
shown in Table 5.3 and Figure 5.4.
Table 5.3 Coupling arrangements for T44-series locomotives
Coupling step

Speed

Arrangement

1

0-32 km/h

Series-parallel

2

32-40 km/h

Series-parallel, shunted 1

3

40-54 km/h

Series-parallel, shunted 2

4

54-82 km/h

Parallel

5

82-100 km/h

Parallel, shunted

The circuit diagrams for coupling steps 1 and 4 are shown in Figure 5.4. M1-M4 are the
traction motors and G is the main generator.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.4 Coupling arrangements for (a) step 1and (b) step 4, according to Table 5.3
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Fuel consumption and power output of the T44 locomotive

Available fuel consumption and emission data are rare; however a couple of Swedish tests
have been made: [1][5] and [18]. One of few sources of measured output power and fuel
consumption was published in the Locomotive Emission Study by Booz-Allen in 1991
[5]. The engine fitted in the T44 locomotives is included in the report. In North America,
this engine occurs in different shunting locomotives. Data from the report is listed in
Table 5.4. A supplemental column showing efficiency has been added by calculating the
amount of energy from the fuel that is utilised by the diesel engine. The measurements in
[5] were conducted 1976 in the USA and the fuel properties are most likely different to
the fuel used in the measurements. An assumption is made that the specific heat used in
[5] and the fuel used in the measurements are the same, or at least sufficiently alike. The
efficiency in Table 5.4 is based on a specific heat for diesel of 83.7 g/kWh
(11,95 kWh/kg). As Table 5.4 indicates, partial load efficiency is relatively good with 3437 % for loads of 15-100 % of maximum power (notches 2 to 8).

5.3

Mainline measurements

As previously defined in Section 2.2.2, mainline operations are characterised by a node to
node transport pattern. The mainline measurements were carried out on a timber train
between Borlänge and Vansbro. A map of the line in question is provided in Figure 5.5.
The actual train can be seen in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7. The train was hauled empty
from Borlänge to Vansbro and loaded on the return. The total wagon weight of the
loaded train was 915 tonnes which is close to the prevailing wagon weight limit of 1000
tonnes. That is, the total wagon weight was relatively high by Swedish measures (diesel
hauled trains). Total length of the route is 85 km of which the majority (77 km) is on the
“Västerdalsbanan”, a non-electrified line and 8 km are along the “Dalabanan” which is
the electrified line from Borlänge to Mora. Västerdalabanan is a relatively low operated
line and trains are both mixed freight as well as lighter passenger trains. The highest
gradients on the line are 10-11 ‰ for a length of up to 2 km; a simplified profile based on
data from the Swedish Transport Administration9 is presented in Figure 5.8. The given
profile uses Borlänge as reference altitude (0 m).

9

Trafikverket
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Table 5.4 Data for EMD 12-645E [5]
Power
Notch

Brake
power
[kW]

Fuel
consumption
[kg/h]

Specific
consumption
[g/kWh]

fuel Efficiency [%]10
Fuel 83.7 g/kWh

Idle

11.2

11.8

1054.4

8%

1

53.7

18.6

346.4

24 %

2

173.7

43.1

248.0

34 %

3

328.1

75.8

230.9

36 %

4

498.9

112.9

226.4

37 %

5

659.9

150.6

228.2

37 %

6

827.0

190.1

229.8

36 %

7

1023.1

240

234.5

36 %

8

1182.7

285.8

241.6

35 %

Figure 5.5 Map of the mainline measurement (Trafikverket)
The timber train is part of Trätåg’s transport system and this particular train is operated
by Green Cargo. The Trätåg transport system provides wood to several pulp and saw
mills in Sweden. Most freight trains operating on this line are timber trains with
performance and characteristics comparable to the train used for the measurement in this
thesis. The hauled wagon configuration was 11 Laaps-type timber wagons (short coupled)
as shown in Figure 5.7. The wagon data are compiled in Table 5.5.

10

Calculated from the specific heat of the fuel divided by the specific fuel consumption of each notch
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Figure 5.6 The used T44-locomotive with loaded timber wagons

Figure 5.7 Laaps timber wagons

Figure 5.8 Line profile from Borlänge (0 km) to Vansbro (85 km)
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Table 5.5 Data for the Laaps 012 wagon
Length over buffers

2x13.92 m

Tare weight

2x13050 kg

Max. speed

100 km/h

Loading limit with 63.9/73.9 tonnes
22.5/25 tonne axle
load

5.4

Measurement limitations

The measurements lack some data for the empty route (Borlänge to Vansbro) due to set
up problems. This resulted in a delay of the measurement recordings that were started
after approximately 14 km. However no further stops of acquisition occurred after 14 km.
This problem influenced the observed amount of idling. The whole empty route lacked
data from one of the fuel flow meters (inflow) as well as generator voltage. Noticeable is
also that the delay caused a tougher driving style for the empty run. The locomotive
owner, Green Cargo, has implemented an environmental policy that includes eco driving
for locomotives. Consequently the loaded run was operated according to that policy.
However due to the delay, the empty run had a harder driving style than advised.
The failure on one of the flow meters on the empty run caused that only 2 % of its data
could be retrieved. The inflow was however possible to estimate due to a virtually
constant inflow of fuel (458 litres/hour). For all measurements, mainline as well as
shunting, a deviation of only 2 % was observed on the inflow meter. The measurements
thus showed that the outflow varied with the load, that is, injected fuel.
The observed duty cycles have been determined by correlating the engine speed and the
observed notch at steady state engine speed conditions. Since no notch registration was
made, notches are correlated with engine speed as a certain engine speed represents a
specific throttle notch. To obtain the duty cycle a time analysis of engine speed is made.
The apparently transient parts marked “A” are as mentioned incorrect but probably notch
8. This is highlighted by the fact that other parameters such as the motor current
simultaneously indicate high load. As a consequence, the duty cycles in Figure 5.9 and
Figure 5.16 indicates negligible notch 8 contribution. Furthermore, engine speed at notch
1 and during idling are quite similar which makes this part hard to analyse.
Table 5.6 Train data of the observed trains in mainline service
Borlänge – Vansbro
(empty)

Vansbro – Borlänge
(loaded)

Total train length

321.6 m

321.6 m

Total wagon weight

284 tonnes

915 tonnes
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5.4.1 Results Borlänge-Vansbro – empty train
The retrieved data are presented in the following diagrams:
Duty cycle

The observed duty cycle for the empty run can be seen in Figure 5.9. The set up problems
can be seen in Figure 5.10 where no engine speed indications were retrieved during the
first five minutes of the measurement. Fluctuations indicated with “A” can be due to a
sensor problem with the engine speed in notch 8 (also described in Table 5.1).
Furthermore it can be observed that notches 2 to 5 in practice are used as intermediate
steps to or from idling and the desired power output for acceleration which is notches 6
to 8.
Speed

Figure 5.11 shows the train speed as a function of time. The dip around 3600 seconds can
be explained by lack of GPS-signal. Some of the other speed dips are due to speed
restrictions when passing stations with speed limits of typically 40 km/h.
Current

As no generator voltage signal was retrieved, no output power could be calculated. The
traction motor load can however be estimated from Figure 5.12, showing the motor
current as a function of time. The load is related to the current according to (5-7) and
(5-8).
Coupler force

Figure 5.13 shows the coupler force as a function of time and the scatter plot in Figure
5.14 shows coupler force as a function of speed with one dot per sample. The figure is
complemented with the maximum tractive force diagram to compare measured coupler
force with the theoretical maximum tractive force. As the plot shows, the load is relatively
high although the train is empty. A part of the explanation might be that empty timber
wagons have high air resistance [15]. A misleading phenomenon that can be seen in the
loaded train is shown as a measured tractive force that exceeds the maximum tractive
force curve. This phenomenon can occur when the wagons break and the locomotive
hauls at the same time. This is believed to cause increased running resistance either due to
S-shaped curves or if wagon brakes are released slowly. The same phenomenon might
also occur in the empty train although it is not clearly displayed as the maximum tractive
force curve is not exceeded.
An excerpt from the empty run can be seen in Figure 5.15 where an example of a series to
parallel coupling takes place at marker B. It is indicated by a dip of the current while the
locomotive speed increases and engine speed is constant. As Table 5.3 indicates, the series
to parallel coupling occurs at approximately 54 km/h.
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Figure 5.9 Duty cycle for the empty train Borlänge to Vansbro

A

Figure 5.10 Engine speed vs. time between Borlänge and Vansbro
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Figure 5.11 Speed vs. time Borlänge-Vansbro

Figure 5.12 Motor current en route Borlänge-Vansbro
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Figure 5.13 Coupler Force vs. Time

Figure 5.14 Measured coupler force (one dot per sample, 1Hz) and theoretical tractive force curve
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Figure 5.15 A 1000 second excerpt from the Borlänge-Vansbro run

5.4.2 Results Vansbro-Borlänge – loaded train
The loaded train had quite different prerequisites in terms of train load and time schedule
(on time) as well as a planned 44 minute stop en route in Mockfjärd awaiting a train
meeting.
Duty cycle

The duty cycle for the loaded train can be seen in Figure 5.16. The noticeable high
amount of idling can be linked to the stop in Mockfjärd which constituted approximately
30 % of the total measured time from Vansbro to Borlänge.
Engine speed variation over time is shown in Figure 5.17. Some ripple is observed in the
very beginning and around t=1000 and t=8000 respectively. That is most likely notch 8
operation. Engine speed clearly indicates idling and notch 6 (≈680 rpm). The long idling
in Mockfjärd can be seen around t=4000-6000 s. This is a typical example of a factor that
increases the amount of idling in mainline operations.
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Speed

A plot of speed as a function of time is shown in Figure 5.18.
Power/current

An approximation of the generator output power can be derived from the traction motor
current and generator voltage. The approximation assumes equal current for all four
traction motors. In reality the current is different between the wheelsets and bogies due to
load variations and available adhesion. This is most evident in slippery conditions during
acceleration and braking. Further difficulties are the signals where parallel/series
connections take place. Hence a new plot was created, see Figure 5.22, where these signals
were corrected. In parallel mode the current is multiplied by four and in series by two, this
is correlated to the speed according to Table 5.3.
The calculated and measured output power has some ripple around 1500 s. At this stage,
the speed exceeds 56 km/h and the engine speed is relatively constant.
Coupler force

The coupler force over time can be seen in Figure 5.20. At the marked point C, a constant
coupler force (tensile force) is kept between wagons and locomotive at standstill (the train
meeting) as the couplers of the train are stretched out. Noticeable is also that the highest
coupler forces occur at starting in the beginning and at starting after standstill at point C.
The engine was kept in idling during the stop.
Figure 5.21 shows a scatter plot of the coupler force with the tractive force diagram as a
reference. Dots exceeding the maximum tractive force can for example be explained by a
simultaneous braking force from the wagons and a hauling force from the locomotive,
e.g. in S-shaped curves.
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Figure 5.16 Duty cycle between Vansbro and Borlänge

Figure 5.17 Engine speed over time for Vansbro – Borlänge
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Figure 5.18 Speed en route between Vansbro and Borlänge

Figure 5.19 Corrected generator output power
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Figure 5.20 Coupler force with a 60 second sliding mean value trend line

Figure 5.21 Tractive force diagram with measured coupler force dotted
(one dot per sample en route Vansbro-Borlänge)
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Mainline summary

A sum up of the results from the mainline measurements can be seen in Table 5.7. Fuel
energy data is based on the assumption that diesel oil has a density of 0.815 kg/litre and a
specific energy of 9.8 kWh/litre [26]. The total energy output would probably be
somewhat higher due to the error retrieving data for notch 8.
Table 5.7 Mainline data summary
Retrieved Data

Borlänge – Vansbro

Vansbro – Borlänge

Measured length (km)

71 km

85 km

Fuel consumed

194 litres

230 litres

Fuel consumption

2.7 litres / km

2.7 litres / km

Fuel energy provided

1901 kWh

2254 kWh

Wagon weight

284 tonnes

915 tonnes

Litres of fuel per gross tonne-kilometre

0.0096

0.0030

Litres of fuel per revenue tonne-kilometre -

0.0043

Total energy output generator

-

615 kWh

Mean generator power output

-

244 kW

Mean fuel to traction motors - efficiency

-

27 %

5.5

Shunting measurements

The shunting operations at SSAB are performed day and night. Two locomotives are used
at night-time and three locomotives are used at day-time. The heaviest trains that are
handled consist of steel slabs and the total train weight is 2400 tonnes, shunted with a
single T44 locomotive. With Swedish measures, this is heavy shunting for a single
locomotive. The measurement was carried out in three sets. The locomotive was inactive
in between the sets. The speed limit is 30 km/h for this type of operation. No coupler
force was retrieved during shunting. The couplers are connected and disconnected quite
often during shunting operations so it would be quite difficult to get this measurement to
work. An overview of the track area of SSAB can be seen in Figure 5.28.
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Figure 5.22 Slab train at SSAB Tunnplåt

Duty cycle

The measurement shows that the engine is operated in a typical transient pattern in terms
of engine speed, locomotive speed and power output. This can be seen in Figures 5.24Figure 5.26. This means that the observations show long periods with low load and short
intervals with high loads. The dips to 0 rpm represent shut down of the locomotive and it
is hence not a part of the duty cycle as Figure 4.4 states. The calculated duty cycle of the
shunting measurement is shown in Figure 5.23.
Speed

In shunting operations the speed is generally low as Figure 5.25 indicates.
Power

The mean output power is as expected low compared to mainline operation. Low speed
and long intervals without wagons being hauled results in low power. There are however
recurring high power outputs which typically take place in upslopes and when a loaded
train is started.
The power given in Figure 5.26 has an error in terms of the disregarded load differences
between the traction motors. However no series/parallel reconnections occur since the
speed does not exceed 54 km/h.
An excerpt shown in Figure 5.27 reveals that the power is closely connected to the engine
speed as expected. Two areas with engine speed ripple can be seen and it represents, as
described before, full power (notch 8). Retrieved and calculated data from the shunting
measurements can be seen in Table 5.8.
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Figure 5.23 Duty Cycle for the shunting measurements

Figure 5.24 Engine speed vs. time for shunting service (all three sets)
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Figure 5.25 Speed for shunting measurements

Figure 5.26 Generator power output
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Figure 5.27 Excerpt of power and engine speed in shunting operation

Table 5.8 Data from shunting measurements
Retrieved Data

Shunting at SSAB

Total time of measurement (h)

4.3 h

Fuel consumed

121 litres

Fuel consumption

28 litres / h

Mean generator power output

52 kW

Efficiency fuel to generator

20 %
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Figure 5.28 Track plan of SSAB Tunnplåt in Borlänge (SSAB)

5.5.1 Measurement limitations
During the performed measurements, there were a number of problems, also mentioned
in Section 0 and Table 5.1 that affected the results. Engine speed in notch 8 was not
retrieved due to substantial vibrations that affected the optic sensor. This implies that the
duty cycles have some error in this matter i.e. notch 7 and 8 data cannot be separated.
The power is furthermore hard to analyse in the transitions between parallel and series
reconnections, although its contribution to the duty cycle and mean output power
probably is modest. According to locomotive specifications regarding the propulsion
system this transition is to be at 54 km/h (see Table 5.3). The duration of the transition
was presumably negligible in relation to the measurement as a whole. In other words, the
calculated duty cycle has most likely not been affected by these phenomena.
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5.6

Additional data analysis

Additional data has been retrieved from the former operator IKEA Rail provided by the
on-board computer. The obtained data were recorded between the 23rd and 25th of March
2004. The used locomotive was a T66 which is a diesel electric locomotive. The trains of
IKEA Rail were mostly loaded with intermodal load carriers.
The T66-locomotive, shown in Figure 5.29, was manufactured by GM-EMD and
originally designed for the UK market. The technical data of the T66 are summarised in
Table 5.9. In Sweden, only two T66-locomotives are in service. Due to a built-in data
recorder, several duty cycle related parameters can be followed up. The actual recorded
duty cycle is given in Figure 5.30.
Table 5.9 Technical specifications for the T66-locomotive [7]
Diesel engine
Diesel engine power rating
Axle configuration
Length
Adhesive mass
Starting tractive force
Maximum speed
Cylinder volume

GM EMD 12-710 63B
2640 kW
Co’Co’ (6-axled)
21.4 metres
126 tonnes
409 kN
120 km/h
139.6 litres

Figure 5.29 A T66-series locomotive hauling a freight train (Courtesy of TGOJ Trafik)
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Figure 5.30 Obtained duty cycle for the T66 locomotive
The time interval of the T66-data exceeds the other measurements by far, Figure 5.31
shows the entire time frame whereas an excerpt of the same order as the other
measurements is presented in figure 5.32. Figure 5.33 shows an excerpt of the recorded
duty where the correlation between notch, speed, power and engine speed are displayed.
All signals except speed are closely connected and show similar pattern.
Speed and power ripple around time 1.26x104 can for instance be due to wheel slip. With
the high power output and low partial loads, a two-mode cycle might describe this sort of
duty with sufficient accuracy.
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Figure 5.31Generator power output from the T66-locomotive

Figure 5.32 Excerpt of generator power output from the T66-locomotive
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Figure 5.33 Time excerpt of engine speed, power, speed and notch position of the T66-locomotive
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5.6.1 Comparison between test cycles and measured
duty cycles
Measured duty cycles and test cycles are compared in Table 5.10 Different duty cycles
reflect different perspectives. Mainline and shunting test cycles are designed for different
purposes and should not be compared. Some calculated mean values from the
measurements are compiled and presented in italic in Table 5.10. Base data for the
compilations are presented in Booz-Allen [5].
Table 5.10 Duty and test cycle comparison
ISO
8178-F

EPA
Freight

EPA
Switch

California
Yard

BorlängeVansbro

VansbroBorlänge

Shunting

HC
CO
NOx
PM

g/h
g/h
g/h
g/h

255.0
1 589.2
8 092.4
154.5

240.4
1 239.2
7 642.4
144.8

122.4
274.3
2 781.7
60.6

115.8
306.6
2 058.9
49.3

340.9
929.4
14 898.6
246.1

213.9
431.2
7 995.0
144.4

122.8
250.4
2 966.9
66.3

HC
CO
NOx
PM

g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh

0.7
4.2
21.5
0.4

0.7
3.6
22.2
0.4

1.0
2.3
23.3
0.5

1.6
4.2
28.1
0.7

0.5
1.3
21.4
0.4

0.6
1.2
22.4
0.4

0.9
1.9
22.7
0.5

Mean
fuel
rate
BSFC
BSFCindex

kg/h

95.5

88.6

34.2

25.0

162.2

87.1

36.4

g/kWh

253.1
100

257.3
102

286.1
113

341.2
135

233.4
92

244.2
96

278.6
110

Clearly, the shunting measurements only show compliance with the dedicated shunting
test cycles. The difference can furthermore be emphasised by the transient behaviour of
the shunting measurements which is typical for shunting operations and is not in any way
regarded in the ISO-test cycle. The ISO-test cycle however shows acceptable resemblance
towards the mainline measurements.

5.6.2 Swedish mainline models
compared to measured data
There are quite a number of models used to describe fuel consumption and emissions for
mainline operations with diesel locomotives. The most referred Swedish source in
environmental calculations is probably NTM (The Network for Transport and
Environment). In its calculation background it is claimed that the fuel consumption is in
the range of 4.65-6.98 litres per km with 1000 tonnes hauled, depending on topology. The
results from the measurements presented in this thesis are 2.7 litres per km with 915
tonnes hauled, a substantial difference. Such large difference is hard to fully explain, one
possible explanation might be that ecodriving was used and that new wagons with
possibly lower running resistance were hauled. The equivalent results from the loaded and
empty train emphasise this. Further models are listed in an IVL report [10].
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The Finnish state railways (VR) has reported 4.68 litres/km and 5.2 litres per 1000 gross
tonne-kilometre with 800-1000 gross tonnes hauled. Further models are EU-model
projects COMMUTE and ARTEMIS claiming 7.17 and 14.82 litres per kilometre
respectively with 1000 gross tonnes [10].
To sum up, it is evidently hard to forecast fuel consumption as there are quite many
factors influencing the results such as engine efficiency, drive style, topography, track
conditions, curvature etc. Furthermore, empty hauling and shunting are seldom counted
for when looking at rail transports. The large deviations between obtained data within this
thesis and existing models can be a result from many factors combined such as:







Driver behaviour
Gradients
Curvature
Mean speed
Efficiency of locomotive

These models do not state whether idling is included or not, nor to what extent. It would
therefore be interesting to investigate how these models correlate to actual Swedish
freight trains using a larger amount of data. It is worth noting that the largest deviation
between the measurements within this thesis and the ARTEMIS-model was a factor of
5.5.

5.7

Concluding remarks from the
measurements

The measurements show that using one single test cycle, i.e. ISO 8178-F, for all types of
operations has its limitations, especially when modelling shunting duty. However, the ISO
8178 showed good similarity to mainline operations. In order to give a more
comprehensive picture of mainline operations in Sweden it is necessary to enlarge the
base of operational data. This is partly due to the fact that the train that was used during
the measurements had relatively high load. Many diesel hauled trains have much lighter
loads which implicitly changes the duty cycles. The shunting operation at SSAB probably
includes some of the heavier shunting operations carried out by a single T44-locomotive
in Sweden. The heaviest hauled loads exceeded 2000 tonnes in an uphill grade. Thus, a
good overall resemblance requires more data recording. But although the shunting was
quite heavy it still shows the intermittently behaviour of a shunting operation.
Looking at duty cycle pattern of the measurements, mainline duty shows a clear bathtub
pattern with concentrations in high power notches as well as in idling. This is also evident
in mainline test cycles although the high-power notches in the measurements in a sense
are replaced with medium high power notches due to the eco driving policy. These results
are further emphasised by the additional data analysis from the T66-locomotive in section
5.6. Measured shunting duty also show similarities with pure shunting test cycles as the
amount of idling is high and the use of low power notches is clear. This can possibly be
explained by movements without the hauled wagons, a common task in shunting
operation. As the measurements show, idling is a very important part of both mainline
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and shunting operations. It is easily understood why new technology focuses on
minimising idling as in the alternative propulsion solutions presented in Section 4.4.
Noteworthy is to clearly make a distinction between standstill idling and coasting which
literally is idling in motion. The latter is hard to minimise with traditional propulsion
systems whereas idling at standstill can be reduced by technical means like a small engine
that provides standby power or automatic start/stop (APU) and behavioural changes such
as turning off the engine. In the mainline measurement, the empty run had 87 % of
coasting and the loaded run (with some 44 minutes standstill) 43 % coasting. In shunting
duty, the amount of coasting was 42 %. Although the amount of notch 1 is hard to
distinguish it gives an indication. EPA has stated that as much as one third of the time
spent in idling mode was happening while coasting. In these sets of measurements that
figure has been outreached by far. If the amount of idling at standstill is high, the
incentives to use idling reducing equipment such as APU’s are obvious.
Looking at some of the results, it can be noticed that the mainline measurements showed
the same fuel consumption per km for both loaded and empty wagons. The reason why
the fuel consumption was equal for empty and loaded trains can possibly be explained by
the fact that empty timber wagons has higher aerodynamic resistance than loaded ones
[15]. Furthermore, the potential energy is higher when starting from Vansbro as can be
seen in Figure 4.3 since it both has higher mass/load and higher altitude when starting
than the empty run. The average speed was higher for the empty case, approximately
60 km/h compared to 50 km/h for the loaded train. If standstill for the loaded run is
considered, the speed deviation will be even higher. The mean power output of EPA and
ISO duty cycles and measured test cycles can be seen in Table 5.11.
Table 5.11 Fractional power of test cycles and measured duty cycles
Mean power output (percent of maximum) per test cycle and measured cycle
EPA Freight

EPA Switch

ISO 8178-F

Measured
switch duty

Measured
mainline duty

28.2 %

9.9 %

31.3 %

10.8 %

38.2 %
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6 Conclusions
6.1

Discussions

6.1.1 Research question 1 – Test cycle correspondence
The first set of research questions were: If an engine is developed to fulfil certain
emissions requirements using a predefined test cycle, how will it correspond to real
use/duty in terms of energy consumption and environmental strain? Could it possibly be
conflicts between certification and real duty? What level of deviation is acceptable?
Engines developed and approved according to emission requirements, certified with
today’s test cycles fulfil all legislative requirements in legal terms. However, it is not
necessary true that these circumstances result in an adequate emulation of the intended
operations in terms of describing engine behaviour over time. Both the measurement
results in Chapter 5 as well as the discussion in Chapter 4 illustrate this fact. In Sweden,
among other European countries, the ISO 8178 F-test cycle is used to certify diesel
locomotive engines. Good correlation was found between the performed mainline
measurements and the ISO 8178 F-cycle. The test cycle can hence be defined as a test
cycle emulating mainline locomotive operations and the ability to emulate shunting
operations with the ISO-cycle is inadequate.
The measurements during shunting indicate good resemblance with North American
shunting-specific test cycles. The shunting measurements included operations that are
believed to be relatively heavy and demanding for a four-axled diesel locomotive in
Sweden. It can hence be assumed that many diesel locomotives in shunting operation are
used with even higher degree of idling and lower mean power output than was observed
in this work.
Swedish diesel locomotives are to a large extent used in shunting-like conditions in for
instance yards and industries. The situation is likely similar in many other European
countries. An important part of diesel locomotive operations is therefore overlooked as
no European shunting specific test cycles exist today. Present European engine approval
procedures focus on mainline operations only.
Emission and energy consumption calculations based on the ISO-test cycle will result in
errors as the ability of the ISO-test cycle to emulate commonly occurring shunting
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operations is poor. Emission data presented in Chapter 5 was based on American
measurements from 1976 [5]. Consequently no clear indication on the effects of modern
diesel locomotives has been found. Higher accuracy requires correlation with up to date
locomotive emission data. A further question to analyse is to investigate how new
combustion engines with a high degree of controllability that are optimised towards a test
cycle/emission standard deviate from real operations in terms of emissions and energy
consumption. An adjacent example would hence be to see how engine mapping towards
the ISO 8178-F standard affects Swedish locomotive emissions and how a different
engine mapping that is closer to reality could lower emissions and fuel consumption.
A recommendation is to supplement the present test cycle with a test cycle that includes
the transient behaviour, the low mean power output and the high degree of idling which
is substantial in shunting operations. This is especially important for diesel locomotives
intended for shunting operations. Possibly a European cooperation with North American
authorities could improve these matters as North American duty cycles and emission
standards for locomotives take shunting specific properties into account. In such a way,
the European emission standard for non-road engines would be harmonised with
American regulations where a transient duty cycle is used in parallel with the existing
static duty cycle.

6.1.2 Research question 2 - Limitations
The second research question was: What kind of limitations exist in today’s test cycles?
A general remark regarding test cycle limitation is related to its range of application or
literally the diversity in operational engine load pattern. Theoretically a narrower field of
application would improve its emulating capability. The locomotive area can in these
terms be regarded as a relatively wide area as it concerns anything from small shunting
locomotives to large mainline locomotives. As for most applications the variety within the
area and within each type can surely be large. Additional test cycles would hence cover a
more widespread span of operations such as both shunting and mainline operations.
Relating to European diesel locomotives in general and Swedish diesel locomotive in
particular, the test cycle F within the ISO 8178 standard clearly limits its ability to emulate
operational areas aside from mainline operations as shown in Chapter 5. The choice of a
single static duty cycle hence excludes many important aspects of diesel locomotive
operations. The dynamic effects and operational pattern of shunting are two previously
mentioned examples.
The previous recommendation to implement further test cycles, primarily a shunting
cycle, is therefore further emphasised.
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6.1.3 Research question 3 – Fractional power
The third research question was: Test cycles state fractional power/torque versus speed
(engine or vehicle). However for a certain duty it is, in a way, irrelevant since e.g. a change
to a more powerful locomotive will imply a different duty cycle for the same type of duty.
How much can a duty cycle differ when different locomotives are used?
Today's test cycles state fractional power or torque as a function of engine speed. Using
fractions of full power or torque can imply a misleading duty cycle when the same kind of
operation is undertaken with different locomotives that have widespread power ratings.
This would imply that a more powerful locomotive is less loaded and thus having a
different duty cycle than a locomotive with less power. At a glance, this implies a notable
difference. However, less powerful locomotives usually tend to be smaller and lighter as
well as used in operations with different characteristics than more powerful locomotives.
Smaller locomotives moving large trains mainly occur at shunting situations. The opposite
where a heavy locomotive is used for lighter operations is certainly occurring in both
mainline and shunting operations.
The fractional power problem is hard to control. Ultimately the use of over- or
underpowered locomotives for a certain type of operation cannot be influenced. There
are moreover additional aspects to consider when defining the performance of a
locomotive. One example is the tractive force which highly depends on the locomotive
weight. This research question is believed to be of less importance than the previous
questions.

6.1.4 Research question 4 – Alternative propulsion
The fourth research question was: What is the best way to define and describe the duty of
alternative propulsion systems? How can idling better be described and considered as
idling can occur both at standstill and when coasting?
The popularity of alternative propulsion systems certainly has increased. An improved
environmental consciousness, higher energy prices and improved hybrid technology have
all assisted in this matter. For the railway industry with its prerequisites and customs,
implementation of new technology is usually slow compared to for instance road and
industrial applications. However, previously described hybrid and dual mode propulsion
systems do exist and the number is likely to increase with time [19], [20].
A related question is the long-term effects of behavioural changes such as eco driving that
was partly used in the measurements carried out within this work. Clearly it affects the
duty cycle and a test cycle should reflect the way most engines are used.
Related to test and duty cycles, the build-up of these new propulsion systems mainly
change the prerequisites of the used combustion engines as further components are added
such as multiple combustion engines, energy storages etc. Referring to previous
discussions this issue needs to be analysed further.
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From a duty cycle perspective there is no difference between standstill idling and coasting
when only the combustion engine is considered. There is of course a substantial
difference from an operational point as the vehicle speed differs. Coasting requires faster
response time than standstill idling with respect to traction power as it is a subset of a
moving operation. This is of importance and is also considered in systems used to
suppress idling such as APUs as the start-up time is longer compared to full hybrid
systems with integrated batteries for instance.
A test cycle must reflect the actual usage and consequently major changes of both
operating and driving behaviour (such as eco driving) as well as propulsion system (mainly
hybrids) characteristics. As a hybrid propulsion system causes substantial changes to the
duty cycle a separate test cycle is recommended to be implemented when or if hybrid
locomotives would be of significant importance on the locomotive market.

6.2

Implementation of the results

Knowledge about duty cycles for specific operations can be of importance in
dimensioning of new locomotives or when estimating emissions and/or fuel
consumption. It is essential to make proper dimensioning of propulsion systems as it can
imply lower life cycle costs as well as less emissions. The measurements showed how
shunting operations are characterised by low mean power output with recurring peaks of
high power and/or high tractive force output. Furthermore, the mainline measurements
showed quite high average power output although the amount of idling and coasting were
substantial. Thus, the clear operative differences are identified and should be taken into
account in dimensioning of the locomotive and during legislating tests.
Further applications where knowledge of duty cycles can be of importance is in
locomotive acquisition. This is of importance for the operator as a better optimisation of
locomotive performance with respect to total operating costs and operative requirements
can be provided. Generally there is a dimensioning compromise where increased
performance implies increased costs. In other words, versatility increases costs.
Consequently, locomotives that can handle a wide variety of operations tend to be heavy
and costly to operate. It has been noticed in this work that full performance is rarely used.
Relating to performed measurements, a slightly less powerful locomotive could have been
used in the mainline operations whereas a much less powerful locomotive but yet as
heavy and with high tractive force could have been used for the shunting operations. A
comprehensive tool to relate purchase costs and operating costs would hence be very
useful.
A related issue is the struggle of many operators to use as few types of locomotives as
possible for practical reasons as it increases interchangeability and generally provides
more simple supply of spare parts, maintenance competence and engineer competence.
This struggle is contradictory to usage optimisation of locomotives, i.e. having separate
locomotives for different purposes. This fact itself is both an interesting and important
issue for future studies.
Appropriate dimensioning of the propulsion system is particularly important for nonconventional propulsion systems as some of these only can be used in some applications
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due to the propulsion system properties like battery discharge properties. Nonconventional propulsion systems for locomotives are found in dual mode locomotives,
hybrid locomotives, multi-engine diesel locomotives and traditional diesel locomotives
with supplementary equipment such as a smaller battery pack and regenerative braking.
The propulsion systems studied and considered in this work in general has a combustion
engine. The choice of size and design directly influence the budget, operating economy as
well as the investment cost. Traditionally these have been custom made for rail purposes,
also denoted as rail engines. An alternative can be to use industrial combustion engines11
where applicable. The most characterising differences are:

 Price per power ratio





6.3

Rail engines are usually more expensive as these are manufactured in smaller
numbers than industrial engines. Industrial engines are usually to a large
extent identical with truck engines and smaller marine engines in the range of
200-500 kW and these are produced in much larger series.
Power range
Rail engines have a broader power range with up to approximately 3000 kW
ratings.
Maintenance intervals
Generally the maintenance interval of a rail engine is longer, partly due to a
larger oil sump.
Size and weight
Rail engines are generally larger and heavier than industrial engines.

Discussions and future work

This work has illustrated both the lack of data in terms of foremost European shunting
operations and that the locomotive duty cycle perspective has not been emphasised in
previous European work. This is highlighted by the low resemblance in shunting
operations with the European ISO cycle. At the same time the North American shunting
cycles show good resemblance with measured shunting. The use of two test cycles in
North America clearly embraces a larger span of operations. Altogether the knowledge of
Swedish diesel locomotive operations has indeed increased which can be used to create
further knowledge about locomotive operations that ultimately can lead to an operative
adaptation of propulsion systems. However this might require an identification of similar
problems in other countries as the Swedish market alone is too small.
The initial purpose to develop a method to map locomotive duty cycles and to create a
model of environmental strain from locomotives has partially been fulfilled in the sense
that a good indication has been given on the operative differences in diesel locomotive
operation. This is particularly interesting as many diesel locomotives in Sweden are used
mainly in shunting operations. A usable model would however require a more
comprehensive mapping of diesel locomotive operations. The boundaries could also be
more embracing, for instance also including other locomotives and maybe also multiple
units depending on needs and demands.
11

Combustion engines, usually diesel propelled, used in wheel loaders, dump trucks for instance.
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The method used to map the locomotive within this work can certainly be used as a base
for further work. As the locomotive fleet differs, the same method or equipment cannot
be used all over. Accordingly the method itself could be used but the measurement
procedures must be both refined and adapted to each locomotive type. Modelling
environmental strain reflects the knowledge of locomotive duties which have been
enhanced by this work. It is however believed that supplementary, more recent, emission
data is needed in order to develop and obtain a more accurate model. An alternative way
would be to measure emissions on several locomotives for different operating conditions.
The latter method is probably more accurate and also far more costly.
Prior to the measurements some underlying questions were identified such as how the
influence of the number of modes in a test cycle influences the resembling quality. This
question requires a deeper analysis in order to be answered. Clearly partial load needs to
be embraced in some way as section 4.6.1 showed. The benefits of an optimisation of the
number of modes in a static duty cycle are believed to be small.
To what extent the emission performance of modern diesel engines in real duty differs
from test cycle certifications has not yet been studied. Truly, low intense operations such
as shunting raise new challenges to exhaust emission control 12 as further systems are
added. Furthermore studies of additional influencing factors such as driver behaviour and
how different locomotives used for the same task influence the duty cycle remains to be
investigated.

Some emission control equipment requires high temperature which is hard to obtain when the amount
of idling is high.
12
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Appendix A - Definitions
AAR

Association of American Railroads.

BSFC

Break specific fuel consumption.

Coasting

Idle operation in motion, in contrast to standstill idling.

Duty cycle

In this context the utilisation pattern of a real operation.

Test cycle

A sequence of engine test modes each with defined speed,
torque and weighting factor WF, where the weighting factors
only apply if the test results are expressed in g/kWh.

ISO

International Standardization Organisation for Standardization.

Mode

An engine operating point with a certain combination of speed
and torque.

Rated power

The nominal brake power output of a diesel engine as specified
by the engine manufacturer with a specified production
tolerance.

Rated speed

Engine speed at which the rated power is delivered.

Intermediate speed

Engine speed occurring in the median speed range of the
engine.

Idle speed

Idle speed means the lowest engine speed with minimum load
(greater than or equal to zero load).

Low idle speed

A speed which is less than normal idle speed, expressed as the
number of revolutions of the crankshaft per unit of time, at
which an engine can be set when not under load for purposes
of propelling the locomotive.
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Appendix B - T44 Engine emissions
Measured emissions from the same engine which is mounted in the T44 series
locomotive. The test below were made in 1976 [5] and fuel quality and energy content is
unknown. The sulphur content were 0.22 % whereas Swedish diesel nowadays have a
maximum of 0.001 % sulphur. It is hence possible that the data below will be inaccurate
to describe today’s emissions. The figures below were retrieved by infrared and ultraviolet
gas analysing instruments.
Engine: EMD 12-645E; Rated Traction Power 1119 kW; Specific energy 11.95 kWh/kg
Notch

Power in
notch, kW

Fuel Rate
kg/h

HC
CO
NOx
PM
Fuel efficiency
g/kWh g/kWh g/kWh g/kWh
g/kWh

Dyn. Br.

52.2

36.3

2.78

6.71

65.42

1.07

695.2

Idle

11.2

11.8

8.85

16.18

88.24

2.77

1054.4

1

53.7

18.6

1.74

3.40

23.09

0.43

346.4

2

173.7

43.1

0.67

1.69

15.97

0.44

248.0

3

328.1

75.8

0.44

1.03

17.42

0.42

230.9

4

498.9

112.9

0.39

0.71

19.63

0.32

226.4

5

659.9

150.6

0.42

0.63

21.42

0.30

228.2

6

827.0

190.1

0.46

0.82

21.76

0.37

229.8

7

1023.1

240.0

0.51

2.04

21.40

0.34

234.5

8

1182.7

285.8

0.56

4.83

20.32

0.38

241.6
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Appendix C - European transient driving
cycle (ETC)
A test cycle for truck and bus engines. Duration of the test is 1800 seconds. Using three
different driving characteristics is made in order to emulate real usage.
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Appendix D - Locomotive Emissions
Standards, transient NOx
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